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Abstract 
The physics of manmade celestial scale objects, such as Space Elevators connecting the Earth with outer space, 
has recently attracted increased attention of diverse researchers. In this article we review basic physics of celestial 
scale dumbbells such as the Analemma Tower suspended from an asteroid orbiting the Earth (Clouds, 2017). 
Celestial dumbbells involve two large masses (top and bottom) connected by strings. The two masses move 
geosynchronously with the Earth, with the bottom mass remaining close to the Earth and the top mass moving 
above the Earth’s geosynchronous satellite orbit. Appealing examples of celestial scale dumbbells are untied 
Rotating Space Elevators (RSE) (Knudsen & Golubović, 2015). Physics of untied rotating space elevators. 
European Physical Journal Plus 130, 243.]. Celestial scale dumbbells exhibit rich and interesting nonlinear 
dynamics caused by instabilities of dumbbell geosynchronous motion discussed in this review article. We also 
point out that celestial scale dumbbells are physically feasible (in terms of nowadays available materials strengths) 
on dwarf planets in the main asteroid belt of the Solar system such as Ceres. 
Keywords: Space Elevator, Classical Mechanics, Space Travel, Nonlinear Dynamics, Instabilities and Transitions 
1. Introduction 
Visions of manmade celestial scale objects, such as Space Elevators connecting the Earth with outer space, have 
attracted increased attention of diverse researchers in this millennium (Edwards & Westling, 2003). Discoveries 
of ultra-strong materials such as carbon nanotubes (Yu et al., 2000a, Yu et al., 2000b) and diamond nano-thread 
structures (Fitzgibbons et al., 2014) have provided new stimulus in this field of research. Space elevators are 
celestial scale examples of physical systems with reduced dimensionality such as the strings, polymers, and 
membranes (Kardar, 2007; Nelson, 2002; Nelson, Piran, & Weinberg, 1988). The classical and statistical 
mechanics of space elevators represents a bold extension of previous studies of artificial satellite dynamics such 
as those of Beletskii (1965) and Hughes (2012).  
Recently, a new venue has emerged in space elevator physics: Rotating Space Elevator (RSE) (Golubovic & 
Knudsen, 2009; Knudsen & Golubovic, 2014; Knudsen & Golubovic, 2015; Knudsen & Golubovic, 2016; 
Golubovic & Knudsen, 2017). The RSE is a double rotating floppy string reaching extraterrestrial locations. Figure 
1(a) depicts elliptical version of RSE. In this figure, the coordinate system 

1 2 3
( , , )R R R  rotates together with the 

Earth around the 
2

R -axis (not shown) pointing through the north pole N. The RSE executes an internal rotation 
(nearly around the 

1
R -axis) with period 

RSE
T  as well as geosynchronous (together with the Earth) rotation with 

the period one sidereal day. Interestingly, objects sliding along the RSE string (climbers) do not require internal 
engines or propulsion to be transported far away from the Earth's surface. The RSE thus solves a major problem 
in space elevator physics which is how to supply energy to the climbers moving along space elevator strings.  
In this review article we discuss basic physics of celestial scale dumbbells such as the Analemma Tower suspended 
from an asteroid orbiting the Earth (Clouds, 2017). Celestial dumbbells involve two large masses (top and bottom) 
connected by strings. The two masses move geosynchronously with the Earth, with the bottom mass remaining 
close to the Earth and the top mass moving above the Earth’s geosynchronous satellite orbit. Notable and unusual 
examples of celestial scale dumbbells are untied Rotating Space Elevators (RSE) (Knudsen & Golubović, 2015). 
RSE is celestial scale double rotating floppy loop, with a large mass concentration in the top and bottom regions 
of the loop; see figure 1(b). The figure depicts RSE mass line density ( )sμ  versus the arc-length distance s  
from the RSE bottom (obtained by Eq. (8) of Golubovic & Knudsen (2009)) of the elliptic RSE with the shape as 
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in Figure 1(a) for the RSE period of 7.04minRSET = , minor elliptical semi-axis 0.17b =  Earth radii, and the gap 
0.1564D =  Earth radii. Note that the RSE mass is largely concentrated in the top and bottom regions of the RSE.  

 

 
Figure 1. Adapted from Knudsen & Golubovic (2015): (a) Elliptical version of RSE. The RSE bottom is close to 
the Earth surface but it is not tied to it. The RSE top is at the distance D (“gap”) above the geostationary satellite 
orbit (with the radius of 6.6108 Earth radii). In (b), RSE magical mass line density ( )sμ  versus the arc-length 

distance s  from the RSE bottom. (c) Untied RSE projection onto the equatorial plane 1 3( , )R R  of the 
geosynchronous frame which rotates with the angular velocity earthΩ  with respect to the inertial frame (dashed 

axis). The RSE is conceptualized as an arrow with the arrow’s head being the RSE top and the arrow’s end of tail 
being the RSE bottom 

 
Celestial dumbbells exhibit interesting nonlinear dynamics. Thus, the untied RSE loop may still behave as if it 
were tied to the planet. Such a quasi-tied yet untied RSE loop remains close to the Earth and exhibits persistent 
shape and enduring double rotating motion. Moreover, the climbers sliding along such a quasi-tied RSE move in 
much the same way as they do along a tied RSE.  
Under some conditions however geosynchronous orbits of untied celestial scale dumbbells, such as untied RSE 
and Analemma Tower, may undergo an instability leading them to a dynamical state in which the dumbbell hops 
well above the Earth surface; see figure 2. This hopping regime occurs if the dumbbell top initial height above  

geostationary orbit (called as “gap” D in Figure 1) is bigger than 0.2hoppingD ≈  Earth radii. By increasing the gap 

above the hopping threshold, the maximum height reached during hopping increases and eventually diverges at  

the characteristic gap value 2.1unbindingD ≈  Earth radii. Such a celestial scale dumbbell unbinds from the Earth and  

escapes to infinity, i.e., to interplanetary space. This rich and interesting dynamics of celestial scale dumbbells is 
discussed in the present review article. 
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Figure 2. From simulations of floppy RSE, Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). Each panel gives a time sequence of 
RSE bottom and top projections onto the equatorial plane in the inertial frame, over the first 6000 min of time 
evolution. The length unit used here is 1 Earth radius. In all panels 0.17b = Earth radii, 7.04minRSET = . The 

Earth is depicted as a small circle. The RSE is conceptualized as an arrow with head being the RSE top and end 
of tail being the RSE bottom 

 
In figure 2, displayed is one panel with 0.2hoppingD D< ≅  Earth radii, when the untied RSE is quasi-tied and 
nearly follows the Earth rotation. In the figure, there are four panels for the gaps D in the range between 

0.2hoppingD ≅  Earth radii and 2.11unbindingD ≅  Earth radii when the untied RSE exhibits a hopping motion (in 
two of the panels, the hopping period is longer than the displayed 6000min evolution). The remaining three panels 
are for the gaps D in the range above 2.11unbindingD D> ≅  Earth radii when the untied RSE escapes from the 
Earth to infinity. 
We note that various analytic results displayed in this review are given in the form applicable to celestial scale 
dumbbells deployed around any rotating planet. The Earth was used just as an example. However, practically 
significant examples are actually dwarf planets of the Solar system such as Ceres, Vesta, Pallas, and Juno. As 
discussed in section 6, celestial scale dumbbells are physically feasible (in terms of nowadays available materials 
tensile strengths) on the dwarf planets in the main asteroid belt of the Solar system. 
2. The Physics of Celestial Scale Dumbbells 
By figure 1(b), RSE string has large mass concentration in the top and bottom regions of the RSE loop. This feature 
motivates to model the floppy RSE string as a dumbbell comprised of two point masses, M, the mass of the RSE 
top and m, the mass of the RSE bottom. Within this model, the length of the dumbbell l, corresponding to the top 
to bottom distance, is assumed to be constant. In the floppy RSE simulations (Knudsen & Golubovic, 2015), the 
top-to-bottom distance indeed exhibits only very small oscillations in the quasi-tied regime, and relatively small 
changes in hopping/unbinding regimes if the RSE is not too far from the Earth, see Figure 2. Thus, interestingly, 
a simple dumbbell model provides some quantitatively very accurate results not only for the RSE quasi-tied regime 
but also for the RSE hopping and unbinding regime; see Knudsen & Golubovic (2015).  
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On historic side, we note that the dynamics of rigid objects such as artificial satellites has been subject of extensive 
studies; see Beletskii (1965) and Hughes (2012) for review. Previous studies were primarily concerned with small 
size satellites. Notable exception is a heuristic discussion made by Duboshin (see Beletskii, 1965) which will be 
addressed later on in this review; see section 5. The dumbbells that we discuss here are of celestial scale, as in 
figures 1 and 2, with the bottom close to the Earth and far away from the dumbbell top which is above the 
geostationary orbit at 6.6108geo E Er R R= >> , with ER =Earth radius. This separation of length scales requires a 
special care and detailed analytic results discussed in this review. 
  

 

Figure 3. (a) Dumbbell in the dynamical equilibrium state in geosynchronous frame. The coordinate system 
1 2 3( , , )R R R  rotates together with the Earth around the 2R -axis (not shown) pointing through the north pole N. 

In (b), the degrees of freedom Mr and Mθ used in the Lagrangian in Eq. (A9) are indicated. The dashed axis is 
static in the inertial frame. Adapted from Knudsen & Golubovic (2015) 

 
The RSE in Figure 1(a) corresponds to the dumbbell dynamical equilibrium state realized in the geosynchronous 
frame, Figure 3(a). In this state, the total of centrifugal and gravitational forces (of the Earth) on the dumbbell 
masses m (bottom mass) and M (top mass) vanishes, 

 2 2
,2 2

,

0 E E
E E E M eq

E M eq

GM GMm R M r
R r

  
= Ω − + Ω −       

.   (1) 

Here, G is Newton’s gravitational constant while , , 2 /E E E dayM R TπΩ =  ( dayT = sidereal day), are respectively the 
mass, radius and the angular velocity of the Earth (seen in the inertial frame), while ,M eqr is the equilibrium radial 
distance of the dumbbell top with the mass M. The length of the dumbbell is thus  

 ,M eq El r R= − .   (2)  

Equation (1) holds even if the dumbbell bottom is set above the surface of the Earth, in which case ER  signifies 
the equilibrium radial distance of the bottom mass m. It will be convenient to express our results in terms of the 
radius of the geo-synchronous satellite orbit, geor , satisfying the relation 

  2 3
E E geoGM r= Ω  .  (3) 

By Equations (3) and (1),  

  
3 3

,2 2
,

0 geo geo
E M eq

E M eq

r r
m R M r

R r
   

= − + −      
   

. (4) 
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By Equation (4), the dynamical equilibrium condition requires a specially chosen value of the bottom to top mass 
ratio, 

  

3

2
,,

3 3

1

1

geo

M eqM eq E

geo
E

geo

r
rr Rm

M r R
r

 
−   
 =
 

−   
 

.  (5) 

By Equation (5), positivity of the m/M ratio implies that ,E geo M eqR r r< < , i.e., the bottom (top) mass must be below 
(above) the geo-synchronous satellite orbit. In our case, rgeo=6.6108 Earth radii, so in the denominator of Equation 
(5) one has the small quantity  

  
3

3 36.6108 3.46 10E

geo

R
r

− − 
= = ×  

 
,  (6) 

which is, in terms of Equation (1), the ratio between the inertial (centrifugal) and gravitational force on the bottom 
mass m. Ignoring this small quantity reduces Equation (5) to, 

  
3 322

,
3

,

1 1 1 1M eq E geo E

geo geogeo M eq geo

r R r Rm D D
M r rr r r

−         
   ≅ − = + − +                        

 .   (7) 

where we introduced the gap distance ,M eq geoD r r= − ; see figures 1(a) and 3(a). For geoD r<< , by expanding terms 
in Equation (7), 

  
2 3

3 3E E

geo geo geo E

R Rm D D
M r r r R

   
≅ =      

   
.  (8) 

By recalling here that, for example, / 0.2hopping ED R ≅ , in view of Equation (6), the bottom to top mass ratio in 
Equation (8) is typically very small quantity for physically interesting situations.  
To discuss dumbbell dynamics out of the equilibrium state in figure 3(a), one needs to invoke the full set of 
dumbbell equations of motion. They can be generated in a standard way, by employing classical Lagrangian
L KE PE= − , with dumbbell kinetic and gravitational potential energy expressed in terms of suitable coordinates, 
such as the angles ( )tθ  and ( )cm tθ  (defined in Figure 1(c)), dumbbell center of mass (cm) radial distance, and 
the out of plane coordinates ( )tϕ and (R2) cm (dumbbell tilt tangle and cm displacement away from equatorial 
plane). We will review the results of this general and rather complex approach in section 4. In this section and 
section 3, we discuss a simple approach of Knudsen and Golubovic (2015), which captures all major aspects of 
celestial dumbbell dynamics such as the hopping and unbinding regimes of motion. The approach is based on the 
same approximation as done in the transition from Equation (5) to Equation (7), which is to ignore inertial relative 
to gravitational effects of the bottom mass m. See Equation (6) and the above discussions. This is tantamount to 
ignoring the kinetic energy of the bottom mass while maintaining its gravitational potential energy in the dumbbell 
Lagrangian. In addition, one sets the angle ( )tθ  defined in Figure 1(c) to be zero as if the bottom is suspended 
from the top slowly moving in geosynchronous frame, see Figure 3(b). This constraint is motivated by RSE 
simulations of Knudsen and Golubovic (2015) which indeed show that ( )tθ is very small in quasi-tied states; see 
Figure 2. Moreover, this angle remains small even in the hopping state, at least while the dumbbell is relatively 
close to the Earth; see Figure 2. With the above two assumptions, the resulting Lagrangian L KE PE= −  
(dumbbell kinetic minus gravitational potential energy in the Earth inertial frame) has the simple form, 

 2 2 2( , , ) [( ) ( ) ]
2

E E
M M M M M E M

M M

GM M GM mML r r r r
r r l

θ θ= + Ω + + +
−

   .  (9) 

Here, as in Figure 3(b), Mr is the radial distance of the top mass M and Mθ is the azimuthal angle of the top in the 
geo-synchronous frame; note that top angular velocity in inertial frame is E MθΩ +  . The first two terms in the 
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Equation (9) are just the standard Lagrangian for the motion of the object of mass M (the top) in the Earth 
gravitational field. The last term in Equation (9) comes from the gravitational potential energy of the bottom mass 
m which is at the radial distance = Mr l−  from the Earth center; see Figure 3(b). By Equation (9), the main effect 
of the bottom presence is to modify the form of the central potential seen by the dumbbell top. Resulting 
Lagrangian dynamics of the dumbbell top thus has standard form of motion in a central potential, with a conserved 
angular momentum, 

  2 2( )[ ( )] (0)[ (0)]M E M M E M
M

L Mr t t Mrθ θ
θ
∂ = Ω + = Ω +

∂
 

 , (10) 

and a conserved mechanical energy function,  

  

2 2 2

2 2

[( ) ( ) ]
2

( ) ( ) ( (0)) ( (0))
2 2

E E
M M E M

M M

M eff M M eff M

GM M GM mME KE PE r r
r r l

M Mr U r r U r

θ= + = + Ω + − −
−

= + = +



 
 .  (11) 

Here, we introduced the effective central potential, 

  
4 2

2

(0)[ (0)]( )
2

E E M E M
eff M

M M M

GM M GM m MrU r
r r l r

θΩ +
= − − +

−


,  (12)  

or, by Equation (3),  

 
3 3 4 2

2
2

(0)[1 (0) / ]( )
2

geo geo M M E
eff M E

M M M

r r rmU r M
r r l M r

θ + Ω
= Ω − − + 

−  


.   (13) 

By Equations (9) and (10), the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for Mr has the form, 

  

2
2 2

4 2

2 2 3
( )

( ) ( )[ ( )]
( ) ( ( ) )

(0)[ (0)]
( ) ( ( ) ) ( )

M M

E E
M M E M

M M

eff E E M E M

M M M Mr r t

GM M GM mM r t Mr t t
r t r t l

U GM M GM m Mr
r r t r t l r t

θ

θ

=

= − − + Ω +
−

∂ Ω +
= − = − − +

∂ −



   (14) 

The simplest solutions of Equation (14) are dynamic equilibrium states which are circular orbits with constant 
( ) (0)M Mr t r=  and ( ) (0)M Mtθ θ=  . For them, by Equation (14) 

  2
2 2

(0)

(0)[ (0) (0)] 0
(0) ( (0) )

M M

eff E E
M E M

M M Mr r

U GM M GM m Mr
r r r l

θ
=

∂
− = − − + Ω + =

∂ −
 ,  (15) 

or, by Equation (3), 

 
3 3

2
2 2 (0)[1 (0) / ] 0

(0) ( (0) )
geo geo

M M E
M M

r r m r
Mr r l

θ− − + + Ω =
−

   (16)  

A dumbbell in this dynamic equilibrium state is at rest in the geosynchronous frame if (0) 0Mθ = . For this case, 
Equation (16) yields the relation, 

  
32

3

( (0) ) (0) 1
(0)

geoM M

Mgeo

rr l rm
M rr

  −
 = −  
   

  (17) 

which is identical to Equation (7), by recalling Equation (2), i.e.,  

 (0)M E geo El r R r D R= − = + − .  (18) 

By Equation (14), small harmonic oscillations, ( ) ( ) (0)M M Mr t r t rδ = −  around this dynamic equilibrium state 
obey the linearized equation of motion  
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22

2 2
(0)

( ) ( )
M M

effM
M

M r r

Ud r tM r t
dt r
δ δ

=

∂
= −

∂
 .  (19) 

By Equation (19), angular frequency of this small oscillation (slow dumbbell mode) obeys the relation 

  
2

2 1
2

(0)M M

eff
slow

M r r

U
M

r
−

=

∂
Ω =

∂
 ,  (20) 

which is by Equation (13) [with (0) 0Mθ = ], and Equations (17) and (18), found to be 

  

32

3

(0)1 2 1
(0)

1 2 1

geoslow M E

E E M

geo E geo

E geo

rr R
R r

r D R r
R r D

   Ω −
 = − −   Ω      

  + −
 = − −   +   

  (21) 

The slow mode frequency Equation (21) as function of the gap D is displayed in Figure 4(b). This theoretical result 
for rigid dumbbell agrees very well with the corresponding result obtained from the simulations of the floppy 
untied RSE of Knudsen and Golubovic (2015). By Equation (21), slow EΩ → Ω  for 0D → . Importantly, by 
Equation (21) with 6.6108geo Er R= , one finds that 0slowΩ →  for 0.20123hopping ED D R→ =  in accord with the 
observed complete softening of the slow mode from the RSE simulations seen in Figure 5 of Knudsen and 
Golubovic (2015). For hoppingD D> , the slow mode becomes unstable and hopping regime of motion sets in; see 
section 3. By Figure 4(b), 2

slowΩ  appears as a nearly linear function of the gap D. In fact, the result in Equation 
(21) can be expanded in powers of the small parameter /E geoR r  , with the result 

  
2 32

2 2 31 6 (6 6 ) ( 12 8 )slow E E E

E geo geo geo

R R RD D D D D O D
r r r

    Ω
= − + + + − − +        Ω     

 ,  (22) 

with 

  
E

DD
R

=  .  (23) 

Eq. (22) can be iteratively solved to find the /hopping hopping ED D R=  for which 0slowΩ → , with the result having 
the form of an expansion in powers of the small parameter /E geoR r , 

  
2 341 7 2

6 36 3
hopping E E E

hopping
E geo geo geo

D R R RD O
R r r r

    = = + + +             
 .  (24) 

After truncating out the 3( / )E geoR r term, Equation (24) yields / 0.20060hopping hopping ED D R= =  for 
6.6108geo Er R= , versus the aforementioned result / 0.20123hopping hopping ED D R= =  obtained by numerically 

solving Equation (21) with 0slowΩ = . It is interesting to note that, by Equation (24), in the limit of slowly rotating 
planets / 0E geoR r → , the /hopping hopping ED D R=  has a finite universal value = 1/6. For 1hoppingD D< <  , from 
the specific form of the expansion Equation (22) [with higher order terms in D going with even higher order 
terms in /E geoR r ] it is evident that the terms nonlinear in D  give only a minor contribution for a small /E geoR r . 
Thus, to a good approximation for hoppingD D< , 

  
2

1 6 1 1slow E

E geo hopping

R DD
r D

  Ω
≈ − − = −    Ω   

 ,   (25) 

i.e., the 2
slowΩ is nearly a linear function of the gap D, as evidenced from its plot in Figure 4(b). By Equation (25), 

1/ (6 6 / )hopping E geoD R r≈ − , which for 6.6108geo Er R=  yields a sound approximation 0.19637hoppingD ≈ . In 
section 4, we will revisit the result for hoppingD within the exact dumbbell model going beyond the approximations 
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involved in the theory based on the approximate Lagrangian Equation (9). It turns out that the results in Equations 
(22) and (24) are actually exact to the second order in /E geoR r , as displayed in these two equations. 
3. Hopping and Unbinding of Celestial Scale Dumbbells 
Let us discuss the hopping and unbinding regimes of dumbbell motion seen in the simulations of RSE in figure 2. 
We will elucidate these striking phenomena within the approximate dumbbell Lagrangian in Equation (9). By 
mechanical energy conservation Equation (11), in combination with the Equation (13) [with (0) 0Mθ = ], and 
Equation (17), one finds,  

  2 21 1 1( ) ( (0)) [ ( ) ( (0))]
2 2M M eff M eff Mr r U r U r

M
− = − −  ,   (26) 

with,  

  2 2
2

( ) ( (0))

(0) [ (0)] 1
2 ( ) (0)

eff M eff M

M M M
E

M M M M

U r U r

r l r r ZM
r r l r r

−

 −
= Ω ⋅ ⋅ − −  

  (27) 

where 

  
3

(0) 2 1
(0)

geoM

M

rrZ
l r

  
 = − −  
   

,  (28) 

or, by Equation (18), 

  
3

( ) 2 1geo geo

geo E geo

r D r
Z Z D

r D R r D

  +
 = = − −   + − +   

.  (29)  

We plot the function ( )Z D  in Figure 4(a), for the interesting case with 6.6108geo Er R= . Implications of the 
results in Equations (26-29) are best understood from the plots of the effective potential Equation (27) displayed 
in the panels (c) and (d) of Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Adapted from Knudsen & Golubovic (2015): (a) Function Z versus / ED D R= ; see Equation (29). (b) 
Slow mode angular frequency (squared) versus / ED D R= ; see Equations (21) and (30). (c) Case hoppingD D< : 

form of the effective potential Equation (27) for 0.05D = . (d) Case hopping unbindingD D D< < : form of the 
effective potential Equation (27) for 0.95D = . In all panels, 6.6108geo Er R=  
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Thus, in Figure 4(c) we see that for hoppingD D<  [whence ( ) 1Z D >  ] the potential ( )eff MU r  has stable 
minimum at (0)M Mr r= . This situation corresponds to the quasi-tied state with a stable slow mode with the 
frequency given by Equation (21). This equation can be easily shown [by Equation (29)] to be equivalent to  

  
2

( ( ) 1)geo Eslow

E E

r D R
Z D

R
+ − Ω

= ⋅ − Ω 
.  (30) 

For hoppingD D→ , the ( ) 1Z D → , so the slow mode completely softens in this limit; see figs. 4(a) and (b). By 
Figure 4(d), for hoppingD D>  [whence ( ) 1Z D < ] the effective potential ( )eff MU r  has unstable maximum at 

(0)M Mr r= (a homoclinic point) corresponding, by Equation (30), to an unstable slow mode. This situation 
corresponds to the hopping RSE state seen in the simulations of Knudsen & Golubovic (2015) in Figure 2, with 

( )Mr t rising above (0)Mr  all the way up to a turning point where momentarily ( ) 0Mr t = . In the case with 
(0) 0Mr ≈ , by Equations (26) and (27) [see also Figure 4(d)], at the turning point, the ( )Mr t  reaches its maximum 

value given by 

  max
(0)( )

( ) ( )
geoM

M

r Drr
Z D Z D

+
= = .   (31) 

Thus, 

  
max

(0)( )
( )

M

M

rZ D
r

=   (32) 

Importantly, ( )Z D crosses zero at a characteristic value of D; see figure 4(a). This corresponds to the unbinding 
transition point at which max( )Mr → ∞  and the dumbbell approaches infinity. This transition happens at the 
characteristic D value solving the equation ( ) 0unbindingZ D = . For the interesting case with 6.6108geo Er R= , one finds, 
by Equation (A29), that ( ) 0Z D → , i.e., max( )Mr → ∞  for 2.1123unbinding ED D R→ = . Remarkably, this result 
obtained from rigid dumbbell model is in a very good agreement with the simulations of the floppy untied RSE 
which indicate that 2.11unbinding ED R≈ ; see Figure 9 of Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). In this figure, they 
employed the center of mass radial distance cmr  rather than the top radial distance Mr , yet the difference between 
the two is very small due to the small m/M ratio; see Equation (8). From Figure 9 of Knudsen & Golubovic (2015), 
one can see that the ratio max(0) / ( )cm cmr r  from the simulations of floppy untied RSE is strikingly well 
approximated by the function ( )Z D in Equation (29) (plotted in Figure 4(a)) which was obtained from the rigid 
dumbbell model.  
At the unbinding threshold, unbindingD D=  [whence Z=0], Equations (26) [with (0) 0Mr = ] and (29) can be easily 
used to show that 1/3( ) ~Mr t t− , i.e., 2/3( ) ~Mr t t at long times, in accord with RSE simulations results displayed 
in Figure 10 of Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). Above the unbinding threshold, unbindingD D>  [whence Z(D) < 0], 
Equations (27) [with (0) 0Mr = ] and (29) can be used to show that, at long times, 

1/2( ) ~ [ ( )] ~M unbindingr t Z D D D= ∞ − − (for D slightly above unbindingD ). So the dumbbell reaches infinity with a 
finite escape velocity, in accord with the RSE simulations results of Knudsen & Golubovic (2015) displayed in 
their figure 10. 
The equation ( ) 0unbindingZ D = can be solved for unbindingD by an expansion in powers of the small parameter 

/E geoR r  . One thus finds, to the second order in /E geoR r ,  

   
2 3

5/3
1/3 1 22 1

3 9
unbinding E E E

geo geo geo geo

D R R RO
r r r r

   
= − + + +      

   
 .  (33) 

To this order, for 6.6108geo Er R= , the truncated Equation (33) gives 2.1050unbinding ED R≈ in a reasonable 
agreement with the aforementioned numerical solution 2.1123unbinding ED R= . We will return to the discussions of 
the dumbbell unbinding transition in section 5. 
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Figure 5. From simulations of floppy RSE, Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). The dynamics of the RSE center of 
mass in terms of its center of mass coordinates ( )cmr t  in (a) and ( )cm tθ in (b), for the hopping RSE with gap 

0.3164D =  Earth radii, 0.17b = Earth radii, 7.04minRSET =  
 
Let us discuss in more detail the dumbbell hopping regime of motion. The existence of hopping dumbbell motion 
reflects genuine instability of dumbbell geosynchronous orbits occurring for hoppingD D>  in contrast to stable 
circular orbits occurring for 0.2hoppingD D< ≈  Earth radii where untied dumbbells are quasi-tied and 
geosynchronously follow the Earth rotation with dumbbell bottom remaining close to the Earth; see Figure 2. 
However, for hoppingD D> , in Figure 2 one can see that the untied RSE bottom hops away from the Earth surface.  
Details of this hopping are displayed in Figure 5, from untied RSE simulations of Knudsen and Golubovic (2015), 
in terms of the center of mass radial distance ( )cmr t  and angle ( )cm tθ defined in Figure 1(c). The hops appear 
like a train of “pulses” in ( )cmr t  separated by time intervals during which the RSE remains nearly at rest with 
respect to the rotating Earth. During a hop, the RSE top and bottom both rise up and then return back to their initial 
values while, concurrently, the angle ( )cm tθ undergoes a step-like change, see Figure 5. Between two hops, the 
RSE bottom rests on the Earth while the cmθ is nearly constant (see Figure 5), so the RSE is nearly at rest in the 
geosynchronous frame of the rotating Earth (recall Figure 1(c)). However, the RSE position in this frame changes 
significantly during the hops during which the RSE bottom displaces from one to another location on the Earth. 
For example, for the RSE with the gap 0.3164D = Earth radii, by Figure 5(b), the RSE bottom’s geographical 
latitude changes by about 1.3 radians during a hop. This is in striking contrast to the simple geosynchronous motion 
whence the geographical latitude remains constant. See sec. 6 for more discussions of the dumbbell hopping 
motion. 
4. Multitude of Celestial Dumbbell Modes 
Thus far we elucidated dumbbell slow dynamics within the framework of the simplified dumbbell Lagrangian 
Equation (9). This model captures dumbbell slow modes but it essentially freezes out fast oscillations of the angles 

( )tθ and ( )tϕ ; see sec. 2 discussions and figs. 1(c) and 3(b). To incorporate these fast dumbbell modes, one must 
go beyond the model in Equation (9) and consider the exact equations of motion of the celestial dumbbell. Full set 
of dumbbell equations of motion is obtained by using Lagrangian L KE PE= − , with dumbbell kinetic and 
gravitational potential energy expressed in terms of suitable generalized coordinates, such as the angles ( )tθ  and 

( )cm tθ  (defined in Figure 1(c)), the center of mass radial distance, and the out of plane coordinates ( )tϕ and 
2( )cmR (dumbbell tilt tangle and cm displacement relative to the equatorial plane). By linearizing Euler-Lagrange 

equations of motion around the dumbbell dynamical equilibrium state Equation (1) one can find the frequencies 
of all dumbbell modes, as detailed by Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). They find two in-plane modes (proceeding 
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within the Earth equatorial plane), and two out-of-plane modes (proceeding perpendicular to the equatorial plane); 
see Figure 6. It turns out that, within the linearized theory, two in-plane modes (slow and fast) are decoupled from 
the two out-of-plane modes (slow and fast). Frequencies of each pair of modes obey biquadratic equations that can 
be exactly solved. Analytic results for these modes’ frequencies are rather cumbersome and transparent physical 
insight is gained by representing various modes frequencies as expansions in powers of the small parameter 

/E geoR r (as we already did in sec. 2 with the frequency of the slow in-plane mode; recall Equation (22)). In this 
form, the distinction between slow and fast modes becomes completely transparent.  
Thus, the solutions of the biquadratic equation for angular frequencies of the in-plane modes are found in the form, 

 

2

2 3

2 2 3 2 3 41 6 (6 6 ) ( 12 8 ) ( 12 18 20 10 ) ...

in
slow

E

E E E

geo geo geo

R R RD D D D D D D D D
r r r

 Ω
 Ω 

   
= − + + + − − + − + + + +      

   

  (34) 

for the slow in-plane mode depicted in Figure 6(a); here, as before, 2 /E dayTπΩ =  ( dayT = sidereal day). On the 
other hand, for the fast in-plane mode, depicted in Figure 6(b), one finds 

  
2 2 3

21 (1 ) ( 2 ) ...
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fast E E E

m geo geo geo

R R RD D D
r r r

     Ω
= + + − + − + +         Ω     

, (35) 

 

 
Figure 6. Dumbbell modes: (a) Slow in-equatorial plane mode, best seen in the center of mass coordinates 

( ) ( )cm Mt tθ θ≈  and ( ) ( )cm Mr t r t≈ ; see Figure 1(c). (b) Fast in-equatorial plane mode, best seen in the bottom 
dynamics or the angle ( )tθ  in Figure 1(c). (c) Slow out-of-equatorial plane mode, best seen in the center of 
mass R2 coordinate. (d) Fast out-of-equatorial plane mode, best seen in the bottom R2 coordinate or the angle

( )tϕ . Adapted from Knudsen & Golubovic (2015) 
 
with 3 1/2( / )m E EGM RΩ = , the angular velocity of a satellite in a circular orbit with the radius= ER . For ER = 1 
Earth radius; 2 /m mTπΩ = , where 84.49minmT = is the orbital period of the satellite in a circular equatorial orbit 
with the radius= ER =1 Earth radius. It turns out that all terms in the ellipses in Equations (34) and (35) vanish in 
the limit / 0ED D R= →  (corresponding to the situation with / 0m M → , see Equation (8)). Thus, in this limit,  
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R R
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On the other side, the solutions of the biquadratic equation for the angular frequencies of the out-of-plane modes 
are found in the form: 

  
2

1
out
slow

E

 Ω
= Ω 

,       (exact)  (36) 

for the slow out-of-plane mode depicted in Figure 6(c). For the fast out-of-plane mode, depicted in Figure 6(d), 
one finds, 

  
2 2 3

21 (1 ) (1 ) ...
out
fast E E E

m geo geo geo

R R RD D
r r r

     Ω
= + + − + − +         Ω     

  (37) 

It turns out that all terms in the ellipses in Equation (37) vanish in the limit / 0ED D R= → ; so in this limit, 

   
2 2 3

1
out
fast E E E

m geo geo geo

R R R
r r r

     Ω
→ + + +         Ω     

  (37’) 

The most notable feature of the above results is a separation of time scales. The time periods of both slow modes 
have time scale ~ 2 / 1E E dayT Tπ Ω = = = sidereal day. In contrast to this, the time periods of both fast modes 
have time scale ~ 2 / 84.49minm mTπ Ω = = , satellite period in low Earth orbit. Note that,  

  
3/2

0.05883...m E E

E m geo

T R
T r

 Ω
= = =  Ω  

 , (38) 

so the separation of time scales emerges due to the smallness of the parameter /E geoR r  which obviously plays a 
fundamental role in our discussions of celestial scale dumbbells.  
The slow in-plane mode was already discussed in section 2 within the simplified dumbbell model in Equation (9) 
which yields this mode frequency as in Equation (22). By comparing Equation (22) with the exact result in 
Equation (34), we see that the simplified dumbbell model Equation (9) captures this frequency exactly to the 
second order in /E geoR r . As depicted in Figure 6(a), the in-plane slow mode primarily involves the oscillations of 
the center mass coordinates polar ( ) ( )cm Mt tθ θ≈  and ( ) ( )cm Mr t r t≈ , which are coupled by the conservation law 
in Equation (10) effectuating an elliptical orbit of the top seen in geosynchronous frame in Figure 6(a). For this 
mode, the oscillations of the angle ( )tθ  [recall Figure 1(c)] are much smaller than the oscillations in ( )cm tθ , by 
a factor 3~ ( / )E geoR r , so the bottom appears as suspended from the slowly oscillating top, as depicted in Figure 
6(a). This result actually justifies the validity of the simplified dumbbell model Equation (9). Equation (34) can be 
used to calculate the /hopping hopping ED D R=  at which the slow mode frequency vanishes. By truncating the 
expansion (34) to the third order in / 1 / 6.6108E geoR r =  one finds / 0.20003hopping hopping ED D R= = . For 
comparison, by using the biquadratic equation result for the slow mode frequency (which is the exact approach), 
one finds / 0.20043hopping hopping ED D R= = , confirming the high accuracy of the expansion forms displayed here. 
Equation (34) can be iteratively solved to find the /hopping hopping ED D R=  for which 0slowΩ → , with the result 
having the form of an expansion in powers of the small parameter /E geoR r , 

  
2 3 441 7 2 1

6 36 3 12
hopping E E E E

hopping
E geo geo geo geo

D R R R RD O
R r r r r

      = = + + − +                   
 .   (39) 

Eq. (39) yields / 0.20031hopping hopping ED D R= =  for 6.6108geo Er R=  (after truncating the 4( / )E geoR r  term) in 
very good agreement with the above mentioned exact result / 0.20043hopping hopping ED D R= = . Finally, we note 
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that, by Equation (39), the corresponding result in Equation (24), derived from the simplified dumbbell model 
Equation (9), is actually exact to the second order in /E geoR r . Celestial dumbbells also exhibit a slow out-of-
equatorial plane mode depicted in Figure 6(c). The time period of this mode is exactly 1 sidereal day long, as 
stressed in Equation (36). The feature is a consequence of the rotational symmetry of the planet gravitational 
potential: tilting (out of the plane) dumbbell’s circular orbit (in the inertial frame) produces another orbit solving 
the equations of motion. In the geosynchronous frame, the tilted orbit is seen as an oscillation about the equatorial 
plane with the period exactly equal one sidereal day. This mode is best seen by looking at the dumbbell center of 
mass displacement away from equatorial plane; see Figure 3(d) from RSE simulations of Knudsen and Golubovic 
(2015). Finally, we comment on the two fast dumbbell modes, with frequencies in Equations (35) and (37). These 
modes are depicted in figs. 6(b) and (d). As seen in these figures, for the fast modes, the dumbbell center of mass 
and the top are nearly at rest in geosynchronous frame while the dumbbell bottom executes pendular motion. For 
the fast in-plane mode, the bottom swings along the equator with the frequency as in Equation (35). As depicted 
in Figure 6(b), this mode is best seen in the dynamics of the angle ( )tθ defined in Figure 1(c). On the other hand, 
for the fast out-of-plane mode, the bottom swings along the north-south axis with the frequency as in Equation 
(37). This mode is best seen in the dynamics of the angle ( )tϕ [the dumbbell tilt angle relative to equatorial plane]; 
see Figure 6(d). By Equations (35) and (37), these two fast pendular modes have nearly the same frequency. The 
frequency difference appears only in the small terms 3~ ( / )E geoR r . Moreover, these two frequencies change very 
little (by -0.23%, for 6.6108geo Er R= ) as D changes from 0 to hoppingD . One can well approximate these two 
frequencies by their values at D=0 displayed in Equations (35’) and (37’). Thus one finds, for the time periods of 
the two fast modes, 
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+ +   
 

 .  (40) 

The above analytic results (for the rigid dumbbell model) are in agreement with the simulations results for the fast 
modes seen in the floppy RSE dynamics of the angles ( )tθ and ( )tϕ ; see Knudsen and Golubovic (2015). In 
these simulations, these two angles were indeed found to oscillate with nearly the same time period 79 min≈
which does not appreciably change as D changes from 0 to hoppingD .  
5. Dumbbell Unbinding Transition Revisited 
We proceed to discuss dumbbell unbinding transition in more detail. The result for the unbinding threshold 

unbindingD  in Equation (33) was obtained within approximate dumbbell Lagrangian Equation (9) which ignores 
inertial effects of the dumbbell bottom mass. To assess the role of these effects and derive an exact analytic result 
for the unbinding transition location, in this section we discuss the unbinding of rigid dumbbells without doing any 
approximations. The dumbbell obeys conservation of its mechanical (kinetic plus gravitational potential) energy 
in the inertial frame, 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) .E t KE t PE t const= + =   (41) 
In the initial configuration in Figure 3(a), the dumbbell rotates with angular velocity EΩ around the Earth, so its 
initial mechanical energy is simply 

  
2 2 2 2

,

,2 2
M eq E E E E E

in in in
M eq E

MR mR GM M GM mE KE PE
R R

Ω Ω
= + = + − − .   (42) 

If the dumbbell unbinds from the Earth to infinity, its final mechanical energy at t = ∞ is just its kinetic energy 
(sum of the center of mass and internal rotational energy), 

  
2 2

,( )
2 2

cm cm
fin fin

M m v IE KE ω∞ ∞+
= = +  ,   (43) 

where ,cmv ∞ is the dumbbell’s center of mass velocity at infinity while ω∞ is its angular velocity at infinity (in the 
inertial frame). In Eq. (43), cmI is the dumbbell’s moment of inertia around its center of mass, 

  2 2
,( )cm M eq E

mM mMI l R R
M m M m

= = −
+ +

.   (44) 

To proceed, let us introduce the ratio 
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E

C ω∞=
Ω

,  (45) 

between the final (at infinity) and initial dumbbell’s angular velocity (which is equal to the angular velocity of the 
Earth). 
At the unbinding threshold point,  

  , 0cmv ∞ = .  (46) 

Thus, by mechanical energy conservation 
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in fin
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E E
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By Equations (42) through (47), and Equation (3), one finds the equation 
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 ,   (48) 

to be exactly satisfied at the unbinding threshold point. Combining Equation (48) with Equation (5), gives an 
equation determining the value of ,M eq geo unbindingR r D= + which can be solved by an expansion in powers of the 
small parameter /E geoR r .The result for the unbinding threshold has the form, 

  
2 3

5/3
1/3 21 2 32 1 1

3 9 4
unbinding E E E

geo geo geo geo

D R R RC O
r r r r

    = − + + + +           
,  (49) 

truncated to the second order in /E geoR r . Note that the exact result in Equation (49) formally reduces to the 
corresponding result in Equation (33) for 0C → . The actual / EC ω∞= Ω is however not zero. The C value can 
be obtained by numerically integrating equations of dumbbell’s motion close to the unbinding threshold. This 
yields, 

  0.130216 E

E geo

RC O
r

ω∞
 

= = +   Ω  
 ,   (50) 

(Knudsen & Golubovic, 2015). By the form of Equation (50), one can set 0.130216C = in the expansion in 
Equation (49). Physically, the C term in Equation (49), i.e., the difference between Equations (49) and (33) emerges 
because the approximate dumbbell Lagrangian Equation (9), used to derive Equation (33), neglects the inertial 
effects due to dumbbell bottom mass m . By comparing the exact expansion in Equation (49) with the result in 
(33), one can see that these bottom inertial effects are in fact small. They appear in the term which is only of the 
order 2( / )E geoR r  , primarily because the ratio of bottom to top mass is small; recall Equations (5) through (8). 
For example, for the planet Earth with 6.6108geo Er R= , the truncated expansion result in Equation (49) gives 

2.1057unbinding ED R=  which is very close to the aforementioned result 2.1050unbinding ED R= obtained from the 
truncated expansion in Equation (33) coming from the simplified dumbbell model Equation (9).  
To the best of our knowledge, prior to the work of Knudsen & Golubovic (2015), there were no previous studies 
rigorously addressing unbinding of celestial size rigid objects. There was however a heuristic argument put forward 
by Duboshin suggesting that such a phenomenon might in principle happen. Duboshin noted that a body moving 
in a circular orbit “might have a velocity which would have been hyperbolic had the entire mass been concentrated 
in at the mass center”; see the chapter 4 of Beletskii (1965) and Figure 27(a) therein. Here, the wording “hyperbolic 
center of mass velocity” means that the center of mass velocity cmv satisfies the condition 

  1/22cm

o

v
v

> ,  (51) 

where ov is the orbiting velocity of a point mass in a circular orbit with the radius cmr , given by the elementary 
physics expression, 
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where cmr  is the radial distance of the object’s center of mass. Conceptually, Equation (51) says that if the 
extended object is “compressed” to a point mass with the velocity cmv then such a point mass would escape to 
infinity. [Recall that the ratio of the second and first cosmic speed is 1/ 22 for any initial radial distance from the 
planet center.] Though physically appealing, the Duboshin’s unbinding condition (51) is only heuristic and it really 
does not locate the exact unbinding transition point (Knudsen & Golubovic, 2015). To illustrate this, let us consider 
the dumbbell in the dynamical equilibrium in Figure 3(a) rotating in a circular orbit with angular velocity = EΩ . 
For it, 
  cm E cmv r= Ω .  (53) 
By Equations (52) and (53), the Duboshin’s condition (51) is equivalent to the condition, 

  1/32cm

geo

r
r

> .  (54) 

Let us compare this to the results in Equations (33) and (49). By noting that ,( ) / ( )cm M eq Er MR mR M m= + + , and 
by using Equation (5) for the ratio /m M  , one finds that the Duboshin’s condition Equation (54) is equivalent to 

  ,M eq geo DuboshinD R r D= − >   (55) 

with  
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  (56) 

By comparing Equation (56) with the result in Equations (33) and (49), it is clear that Duboshin unbindingD D< , that is, 
the Duboshin’s condition does not exactly locate the position of the unbinding transition. For example, for the 
planet Earth with 6.6108geo Er R= , the result in Equation (49) gives 2.1057unbinding ED R= , while by Equation (56), 
one obtains that 1.8669Duboshin ED R= .  
This failure of the heuristic Duboshin’s condition to accurately locate the dumbbell unbinding transition point 
comes from the ad hoc assumption that the extended object is “compressed” to a point (center of mass). In 
particular, such an assumption severely underestimates the significant effects of gravity on the dumbbell’s bottom 
mass in Figure 3(a) which is close to the Earth and far away from the dumbbell center of mass which is above the 
geostationary orbit at 6.6108geo Er R= . These gravity effects increase the true unbinding threshold from 

1.8669Duboshin ED R=  to 2.1057unbinding ED R= as found by Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). They confirmed this 
analytic result by numerical simulations of untied RSE which independently suggest that 2.1unbindingD ≈ . Earth 
radii. 
6. Further Discussions and Conclusion 
In our discussions, for clarity and simplicity we assumed that dumbbell geosynchronous orbit is in the equatorial 
plane of the planet. This particular choice is however not essential. Because of nearly perfect spherical symmetry 
of the planet gravitational field, dumbbells with circular geosynchronous orbits tilted with respect the equatorial 
plane will exhibit essentially the same physics, e.g., the same values of 0.2hoppingD ≈ Earth radii and 2.1unbindingD ≈
Earth radii, and the same spectrum of slow and fast modes that can be excited in orbital plane and out of the orbital 
plane. Whereas no substantially new physics emerges by tilting the orbital plane, the tilting does induce dumbbell 
bottom motion relative to the rotating planet. Dumbbells with geosynchronous circular orbits tilted with respect 
the equatorial plane by some angle α have their bottoms tracing a closed path on the Earth shaped like number 8 
centered at the equator. This motion has one sidereal day period, with dumbbell bottom geographical longitude 
oscillating between α+ and α− . However, if the slow in-plane mode is also excited [see Figure 6(a)], the bottom 
path will also reflect the presence of oscillations with a period 2 /in in

slow slowT π= Ω which is generally longer than one 
sidereal day; see figure 4(b). In view of this, the bottom path traced on the Earth surface may not be a closed curve. 
In addition, one may also have a zero-mode excited, corresponding to circular orbits which are not exactly 
geosynchronous. In the presence of the zero-mode, the dumbbell bottom path will slowly encircle the planet with 
a period which may be many days long; see Knudsen & Golubovic (2015). One should also recall that, in addition 
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to these slow modes, dumbbell bottom may also exhibit the fast pendular modes with period 78minfastT ≅ , see 
section 4. Thus, in general, the celestial scale dumbbells execute complex quasi-periodic motion.  
In addition to the aforementioned natural dumbbell modes, celestial dumbbell will also exhibit the modes driven 
by tidal effects of the Moon and the Sun. Their period of 12 hours is not in resonance with dumbbell natural modes 
periods, so tidal effects act as small perturbations to the dumbbell dynamics discussed in this review. It remains 
for future studies to assess in more detail these tidal effects, as well as the effects of the planet weak nonsphericity 
and possible ways of implementing active control of dumbbell motion. Of particular interest would be active 
control of the aforementioned zero-mode which may be employed to transport the dumbbell around the globe. 
We would like to stress the significance of the condition 0.2hoppingD D< ≈ Earth radii needed to ensure the 
stability of circular geosynchronous dumbbell orbits. It is in fact very undesirable to employ hopping dumbbells 
with hoppingD D> . Such dumbbells recurrently closely approach the homoclinic point corresponding to the unstable 
maximum of the effective potential in figure 4(d). Because of this, such dumbbells may easily start falling towards 
the center of the Earth, with their bottoms crushing into the Earth surface. An example for this can be seen in figure 
5 in which the dumbbell started falling towards the Earth center after performing five hops. Fine details of this 
unstable dynamics are highly sensitive to initial conditions and are affected by dumbbell fast modes and by internal 
motions of the dumbbell such as the internal rotation of RSE in Figure 1(a).  
In this review we also highlighted the essential instability of dumbbell circular geosynchronous orbits with 

hoppingD D> Earth radii. Such a celestial scale dumbbell will eventually unbind from the Earth and escape to infinity, 
i.e., to interplanetary space. This striking behavior of celestial scale objects was qualitatively anticipated before by 
Duboshin (Beletskii, 1965), while the first rigorous quantitative analysis of this phenomenon came much later in 
recent work of Knudsen and Golubovic (2015), as discussed in this review.  
It should not escape ones attention that various analytic results displayed in this review are given in the form 
applicable to celestial scale dumbbells deployed around any rotating planet. The Earth was used just as an example 
but one can apply here discussed results to any planet with ER , the planet radius and geor , the orbit radius of the 
satellite synchronously rotating with the planet; see Equation (3). For example, for the dwarf planet Ceres, with 

476.2ER km=  one finds / 2.5geo Er R ≈ , using available astronomical data (Ceres, 2017). Using this in 
combination with the equations (39) and (49), one finds that, for Ceres, / 0.27hopping ED R ≈ while 

/ 1.13unbinding ED R ≈ . For the Ceres, the low obit period 138minmT ≈ , so by equation (40), the time period of fast 
pendular modes is about 110.5 min. From technological point of view, celestial dumbbells such as untied RSEs 
would be more easily built on dwarf planets in the main asteroid belt such as Ceres, Vesta, Pallas, and Juno. Strings 
of such dumbbells would have significantly smaller tensile stresses and they would require much less material to 
be built on dwarf planets than on the Earth. In fact, as noted by Golubovic and Knudsen (2009), the elliptic RSEs 
based on the Earth have tensile stresses at their string midpoints exceeding the tensile strength of carbon nanotubes 
which is 60 GPa for single-wall nanotubes and 150 GPa for multi-wall nanotubes (Yu et al., 2000a, Yu et al., 
2000b). The situation is however quite different for elliptic RSEs built on dwarf planets as can be shown by using 
general results for RSE tensile stresses in Golubovic and Knudsen (2009) and Knudsen and Golubovic (2014). For 
example, for the Ceres, for the elliptic RSE with / 0.16Eb R = rotating at the climbing threshold RSE period of 
19.7min, one finds that the maximum tensile stress of the string is only about 4 GPa, if the RSE is made out of 
carbon nanotubes. This is more than ten times smaller than the aforementioned tensile strengths of single-wall and 
multi-wall carbon nanotubes. This strongly suggests that elliptic RSEs and other celestial scale dumbbells may 
have certain future on dwarf planets of the Solar system.  
On theoretical side, it is pleasing to note that simple dumbbell model with a relatively small number of degrees of 
freedom can be successfully used to understand much more complex physical systems (field theories) having an 
infinite number of degrees of freedom. Notable example called in this review is the string forming the untied 
Rotating Space Elevator (Knudsen & Golubovic, 2015).  
In conclusion, physics of celestial scale dumbbells exhibits rich and interesting multitude of phenomena caused 
by instabilities of dumbbell geosynchronous motion. Presented results are of universal interest for diverse 
realizations of celestial scale dumbbells such as the Analemma tower suspended from an asteroid orbiting a planet 
(Clouds AO, 2017) or untied Rotating Space Elevators (Knudsen & Golubovic, 2015). Whereas Earth based 
realizations of celestial dumbbells are precluded by finite tensile strength of nowadays available materials, we find 
that celestial scale dumbbells are actually feasible on dwarf planets of the Solar system. 
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